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Telles has launched the Global Mobility and Visas Department, coordinated by partner André
Gonçalves.

This new area of Telles practice is guaranteed by a multidisciplinary team of lawyers specialised in
various areas of law, namely immigration, labour and social security, tax and real estate, with the aim
of providing an even more personalised service in the process of mobility of persons, actively
collaborating in the definition and implementation of innovative, practical and efficient strategies
aimed at optimising the opportunities available, in compliance with the legislation of each
jurisdiction.

The Global Mobility and Visas team, under the leadership of André Gonçalves, partner specialised in
tax law, is composed by Vera Matos Pereira, senior associate specialised in labour and social
security law, Pablo Bertoloze da Silva, associate specialised in immigration and nationality law, and
Luísa Ramos Peixoto, associate specialised in migration law, with the support of more than 130
lawyers.
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This is due to the increasing importance of global mobility for people and companies, and its
growing relevance with the advances in technology, sustainability and the evolution of the labour
relations panorama, in particular with remote work.

According to André Gonçalves, head of the Global Mobility and Visas Department, "the Global
Mobility and Visas Department of Telles has been developed to respond to the needs of our clients,
whether they are related to international mobility policies, which are increasingly becoming a
differentiating factor for any company, or to investors, workers, academics, retirees, who require
quick and concrete answers to their needs".

The team is dedicated to assisting individuals and companies, both national and international, in
managing the mobility processes of individuals, families and professionals who wish to work, invest,
study or simply live in Portugal.


